Competitive microbially and Mn oxide mediated redox processes controlling arsenic speciation and partitioning.
The speciation and partitioning of arsenic (As) in surface and subsurface environments are controlled, in part, by redox processes. Within soils and sediments, redox gradients resulting from mass transfer limitations lead to competitive reduction-oxidation reactions that drive the fate of As. Accordingly, the objective of this study was to determine the fate and redox cycling of As at the interface of birnessite (a strong oxidant in soil with a nominal formula of MnO(x), where x ≈ 2) and dissimilatory As(V)-reducing bacteria (strong reductant). Here, we investigate As reduction-oxidation dynamics in a diffusively controlled system using a Donnan reactor where birnessite and Shewanella sp. ANA-3 are isolated by a semipermeable membrane through which As migrates. Arsenic(III) injected into the reaction cell containing birnessite is rapidly oxidized to As(V). Arsenic(V) diffusing into the Shewanella chamber is then reduced to As(III), which subsequently diffuses back to the birnessite chamber, undergoing oxidation, and establishing a continuous cycling of As. However, we observe a rapid decline in the rate of As(III) oxidation owing to passivation of the birnessite surface. Modeling and experimental results show that high [Mn(II)] combined with increasing [CO(3)(2-)] from microbial respiration leads to the precipitation of rhodochrosite, which eventually passivates the Mn oxide surface, inhibiting further As(III) oxidation. Our results show that despite the initial capacity of birnessite to rapidly oxidize As(III), the synergistic effect of intense As(V) reduction by microorganisms and the buildup of reactive metabolites capable of passivating reactive mineral surfaces-here, birnessite-will produce (bio)geochemical conditions outside of those based on thermodynamic predictions.